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Abstract
This paper explores conditional image generation with a One-Vs-All classifier based on the Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs). Instead of the real/fake discriminator used in vanilla GANs, we propose to
extend the discriminator to a One-Vs-All classifier (GAN-OVA) that can distinguish each input data to its
category label. Specifically, we feed certain additional information as conditions to the generator and take
the discriminator as a One-Vs-All classifier to identify each conditional category. Our model can be applied
to different divergence or distances used to define the objective function, such as Jensen-Shannon divergence
and Earth-Mover (or called Wasserstein-1) distance. We evaluate GAN-OVAs on MNIST and CelebA-
HQ datasets, and the experimental results show that GAN-OVAs make progress toward stable training
over regular conditional GANs. Furthermore, GAN-OVAs effectively accelerate the generation process of
different classes and improves generation quality.
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1. Introduction
Since Ian Goodfellow proposed Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GAN) in 2014 [1], GANs have
become a hot and attractive topic in generative
models training [2, 3, 4]. Recent advances on GANs
[5, 6, 7] have devoted to building a series of condi-
tional versions of GANs, which attempts better to
guide data generation process under certain addi-
tional information. Condition-based image synthe-
sis is important for many applications, such as im-
age synthesis and editing [8, 9, 10], speech enhance-
ment [11], and object detection[12], etc. [13, 14, 15].
The pioneer method to control the generation
process is Conditional Generative Adversarial Net-
work (CGAN) [5], where the generator and discrim-
inator are both feeds by the class labels as condi-
tion input. Because CGAN has no conditional con-
straints on the generated data, the conditional in-
formation may be ignored. Recent advances in con-
ditional image generation focus on adding auxiliary
classifier for the discriminator, such as ACGAN [6].
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The auxiliary classifier is along with a specialized
cost function over the class labels, so that genera-
tor can utilize the additional condition to produce a
specific category sample. However, both synthetic
images and real images share the same category la-
bels, which may confuse the auxiliary classifier.
Amongst these existing methods, the discrimi-
nator only served as a binary classifier to distin-
guish between real data and generated data. In
the computer vision community, however, discrim-
inative models have performed excellent results in
many stream tasks [16, 17, 18, 19], including multi-
classification. Therefore, it is natural to consider
whether to carry the discriminators in GANs over
the multiclass situation.
Motivated by such an intuition, we propose to
expand the previous real/fake classifier of the dis-
criminator to a multiclass classifier [20] (One-Vs-All
classifier), called GAN-OVA, to distinguish differ-
ent conditional samples from real and synthesized
images. We note that our GAN-OVA can be ap-
plied to different divergence driving methods with
different target labels assigned. We explore the
relation of GAN-OVA with Jensen-Shannon (JS)
divergence [1] and Earth-Mover (EM) (or called
Wasserstein-1) distance [21]. In JS divergence-
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Figure 1: Workflow of GAN-OVA.
driven GAN-OVA, in addition to the class labels
of real data, a ’fake’ class for generating data is
added, which can effectively avoid confusion caused
by using the same category label on both synthetic
images and real images. The generator network in
GAN-OVA is the same as other conditional GANs,
which takes noises and additional conditions as in-
put to capture the conditional data distribution.
Cooperation between the One-Vs-All classifier and
the conditioned generator can direct the synthesis
of specific samples.
We evaluate GAN-OVA on MNIST [22] and
CelebA-HQ [23] datasets and use ACGAN for com-
parison. Compared with regular conditional GAN,
GAN-OVA mainly derives two benefits. First, the
One-Vs-All classifier effectively improves the model
stability. Second, GAN-OVA can effectively accel-
erate the generation process of different classes and
improve generation quality. Additionally, we ex-
plore the interpretable representation [24] between
the condition variables and the observations. Ex-
periments show that our adversarial pair learns the
feature representations from condition variables.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as fol-
lows. Section 2 provides two different methods of
generative adversary nets as the background. Then
we formally set out the GAN-OVA in Section 3. Ex-
periments are shown in Section 4 with a conclusion
and discussion in Section 5
2. Background
In the GAN mechanism, the generator network
defines a probability distribution pg while the dis-
criminator calculates and minimizes the divergence
between pg and the real data distribution pr so that
realize the realistic image generation. In this sec-
tion, we discuss two types of divergences used to
define the objective function, that is, JS divergence
and EM distance. We call the models driven by
these two methods as JS divergence-driven GAN
and EM distance-driven GAN, respectively.
2.1. JS divergence-driven GAN
GANs estimate a generative model via an adver-
sarial learning process, in which a generator net-
work G and a discriminator network D are trained
simultaneously.
In JS divergence-driven GANs, G′s goal is to
build a distribution pg close to the real data dis-
tribution pr over real data x by transforming a
prior noise distribution pz(z) into a data space
G(z; θg). And DiscriminatorD(x; θd) targets to rec-
ognize whether an image from pg or pr. Formally,
the value function V (D,G) is described as follows:
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pr(x)[logD(x)]+
Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]
(1)
The minimization value of function V (D,G) is
equal to the minimization JS divergence between
pr and pg. Noted that both pr and pg are low-
dimensional manifolds in high-dimensional spaces,
so to some extent, these two distribution are not
not overlapped. In these cases, no matter how
close the two distributions are, the JS divergence
is log2 that cannot gradually update G to generate
better samples. Optimizing this objective function
can easy lead to the problem of gradients vanishing
during training process. So in practice, discrimina-
tor must synchronize well with generative network
during training (in practice, we cannot train G too
much without updating D).
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2.2. EM distance driven GAN
Minimizing the JS divergence in the context of
optimizing distributions typically is not continu-
ous, which leads to the vanishing gradients prob-
lem during the learning process. To solve this is-
sue, Arjovsky et al. [21] proposed Wasserstein GAN
(WGAN) in 2017, which utilizes the EM distance
W (pr; pg) as to measure the divergence between
pr and pg. EM distance is defined as the small-
est average distance that the ’earth mover’ has to
move from pg to pr. Theoretically, the EM distance
W (pr; pg), under mild assumptions, is continuous
and differentiable that might be a much more sen-
sible cost function when optimized than at least JS
divergence. Experiments in [21, 25] also illustrate
WGAN can enhance the stability of learning and
solve the problem of mode collapse to some extent.
The evaluation of Wasserstein distance between
pr and pg in neural networks is:
V (G,D) = max
D1−Lipschtiz
{Ex∼pr [D(x)]−Ex˜∼pg [D(x˜)]} (2)
Where D enforces the 1-Lipschtiz function that
has a gradient with norm at most 1 everywhere. An
efficient method to enforce the Lipschitz constraint
is gradient penalty [25] that penalize the gradient
norm on samples x̂ ∼ px̂ that presents the region
between pr and pg. We can reformulate the objec-
tive as follows:
V (G,D) ≈ max
D
{Ex∼pr [D(x)]− Ex˜∼pg [D(x˜)]
+λEx̂∼px̂ [(||∇x̂D(x̂)||2 − 1)2]}
(3)
Given that the implementation of unit gradi-
ent norm constraints everywhere is tricky, px̂ only
present the region between pr and pg, because they
influence the way pg moves to pr, and the experi-
mental results perform well.
3. GAN-OVA
3.1. Model architecture
In most GAN architectures, the output layer of
the discriminator (or critic) is a one-dimensional
scalar that can measure the fidelity of the generated
image. Therefore, by optimizing the scalar of the
generated image continuously, the generated image
can be closer to the real image. In the conditional
version of GANs, whether it is adding conditions to
the input of the discriminator or judging conditions
through an additional network, the discriminator
still maintains this scalar output, and the primary
function is to judge the confidence of a single case.
This scalar output structure of discriminator has
demonstrated its effect on image synthesis, but for
the conditional image synthesis, intuitively speak-
ing, it may not fully release the capability of the
discriminator.
In this paper, we explore a novel scheme for con-
ditional image generation, namely GAN-OVA. The
highlight of this structure is that we design a One-
Vs-All classifier as a discriminator network to dis-
tinguish each condition. Figure 1 illustrates the
framework’s workflow. The generator network is
the same as other conditional GANs, where noise z
and condition labels c are both as generator’s input
to synthesize images x˜ = G(z|c). The discrimina-
tor network is constructed with a One-Vs-All classi-
fier with a vector output, which aims to distinguish
each conditional sample from the generated images
x˜ and the real training images x. The real data x
has N classes, [c1, c2, ..., cn], according to the con-
ditioned information c. The number of units in the
One-Vs-All classifier’s output layer depends on the
number of types of condition c and different diver-
gences driven methods mentioned in Section 2.
3.2. Different methods driven GAN-OVA
According to different model methods, the out-
put layer and its target vector of One-Vs-All clas-
sifier can be designed as Figure 2.
class 1
class 2
class n
...
fake
vector
(a)
vector
class 1,...class n, fake
-class 1,… -class n, -fake
(b)
Figure 2: The target vector of different methods. (a):
JS divergence-driven GAN-OVA; (b): EM distance-driven
GAN-OVA.
In JS divergence-driven GAN, generator G cap-
tures the data distribution, and discriminator D
serves as a binary classifier with the sigmoid cross
entropy loss function to distinguish real data from
generated samples. To extend the discriminator to
a multiclass situation, GAN-OVAs enlarge the units
of discriminator’s output layer and attach with the
softmax cross entropy.
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The One-Vs-All classifier gives the probabil-
ity of N + 1 classification labels, according to
[c1, c2, ..., cn, cfake], where cfake denotes the label
of synthesized images.
The objective functions would be given by the
following equations:
max
D
J(D) = Ex∼pr
n∑
j=1
yoj ln(D(x))j
+Ex˜∼pg
n∑
j=1
y∗j lnD(G(c, z))j
max
G
J(G) = Ex˜∼pg
n∑
j=1
yoj lnD(G(c, z))j
(4)
Where yo denotes different classes of pr, that is,
[c1, c2, ..., cn]; y
∗ denotes the class of the generated
images, cfake. Algorithm 1 describes the training
procedure shown in Appendix B.
In EM distance driven GAN-OVA, the problem of
finding the optimal EM distance between Pr and Pg
can be seen as a maximization problem in solving
equation (2). Therefore, the target vector for real
data is assigned to [c1, c2, ..., cn] (y
o), and for the
generated data is assigned to [−c1,−c2, ...−cn] (y∗).
The objective can be described as follows:
V (G,D)≈ max
D
{Ex∼pr
n∑
j=1
yojD(x)j−Ex˜∼pg
n∑
j=1
y∗jD(x˜)j
+λEx̂∼px̂ [(||∇x̂D(x̂)||2 − 1)2]}
(5)
Here we also use the gradient penalty to en-
force the 1-Lipschitz restriction, as in [25]. x̂ ∼ px̂
presents the region between pr and pg used as gradi-
ent penalty object. Algorithm 2 describes the train-
ing procedure shown in Appendix B.
4. Experiments
In this section, the first goal is to verify the One-
Vs-All classifier’s effectiveness by assisting the con-
ditioned generator to control the synthesis of sam-
ples on MNIST and CelebA-HQ datastes, and we
discuss the model speed and sample quality by com-
paring with ACGAN. Then we test the GAN-OVA’s
stability by excluding the batch normalization (BN)
for the generator, as in [26]. Finally, we explore the
interpretable representation between the condition
variables and the observations by manipulating dif-
ferent condition input.
4.1. Datasets and Implementation Details
We evaluate GAN-OVAs on two datasets,
MNIST [22] and CelebA-HQ [23]. The MNIST
dataset contains 60,000 28 × 28 grayscale images in
10 hand-written classes of which 50,000 are as train-
ing set and 10,000 are as testing set. In the CelebA-
HQ dataset, we split the dataset with two scenes,
men and women, as different categories. Both man
and woman images achieved over 10,000 images as
training set and 1,000 images as testing set with
samples resized to 64 × 64. The noise z for all
models comes from a uniform distribution of [-1,1]
with dimension of 100. The experiments were im-
plemented in Tensorflow [27] with Python 3.6.
4.2. The effectiveness of GAN-OVAs
To demonstrate the effectiveness of conditional
image generation, we train GAN-OVAs on MNIST
dataset and CelebA-HQ face dataset. Our base-
line comparison is standard ACGANs. For MNIST
dataset, we use the simplest multilayer perceptron
(MLP) as generator and discriminator structure,
based on the JS divergence-driven method. Specif-
ically, generator is an MLP with 4 hidden layers of
256-512-1024-784 unites one after another, and dis-
criminator is 4-layer MLP with 512 units at each
layers. LeakyRelu [28] is applied both in train-
ing the generator network and One-Vs-All classifier,
while dropout [29] is applied in training the One-Vs-
All classifier. The Adam optimizer [30, 31] is used
with parameters α = 0.0001, β1 = 0., β2 = 0.9.
For CelebA-HQ dataset, we keep the public DC-
GAN structure for GAN-OVA but exclude the
batch normalization layers in the One-Vs-All classi-
fier following [32] based on the EM distance-driven
method. Also use Adam optimizer. Detailed exper-
imental setup is described at Appendix A.
Comparing the quality of the synthesized images
of different models is challenging due to the lack of
perceptible image similarity measures [33] and one
criteria does not mean good performance relative
to other criteria. Here, we use the most common
visual fidelity as the indicator for generating image
models on the MNIST dataset following [34]. Fig-
ure 3 shows ACGAN and GAN-OVA images gen-
erated after 10, 30, and 50 epochs. By sampling
different label categories, each column displays 0-
9 digital images from left to right. We observe
that GAN-OVA can generate different type of dig-
its corresponding to different conditions. Thus, we
confirm that the One-Vs-All classifier successfully
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(a) ACGAN 10 epochs (b) ACGAN 30 epochs (c) ACGAN 50 epochs
(d) GAN-OVA 10 epochs(e) GAN-OVA 30 epochs(f) GAN-OVA 50 epochs
Figure 3: Comparison of generated images in different epochs
on the MNIST dataset.
assists the conditioned generator to guide the syn-
thesis of images. We also observe that GAN-OVA
can achieve promising samples with 10 epochs while
ACGAN achieve comparable results at 30 or more
epochs. Therefore, we confirm that GAN-OVA ef-
fectively accelerates the generation process of dif-
ferent classes and improves the generation quality.
For CelebA-HQ, we train each model for 300K
iterations and list samples in Figure 4.
(a) man in ACGAN (b) woman in ACGAN
(c) man in GAN-OVA (d) woman in GAN-OVA
Figure 4: Comparison of generated images on the CelebA-
HQ dataset.
We can see that images generated by GAN-OVAs
are also clearer. Moreover, They contain more char-
acter details in hair and facial expressions.
To further compare the quality of the generated
images, we measure the Wasserstein distance of
GAN-OVA and ACGAN and present in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The Wasserstein estimation at different stages of
training.
Wasserstein distance has proven to be a mean-
ingful loss metric that correlates with the genera-
tor’s convergence and sample quality [21]. Com-
pared with CGAN, GAN-OVA converges faster at
the very beginning, and does a better estimation
in a whole. Therefore, we confirm that GAN-OVA
improves the generation quality.
4.3. Improved Stability
The batch normalization layer is known as a trick
to improve the stability of network training [35, 4].
Following [32], we only take off the BN for the gen-
erator and keep other settings to compare the sta-
bility between GAN-OVA and ACGAN on CelebA-
HQ dataset. Figure 6 shows the comparison results
at 300k iterations. The first row of each picture rep-
resents images generated from the man category,
and the second row represents images generated
from the woman category. we can see that both
GAN-OVA and ACGAN suffer a little mode col-
lapse, but GAN-OVA performs a more stable gra-
dient than ACGAN. Specifically, in GAN-OVA, al-
though some of the generated pictures lose some
details, they are all recognizable. However, exclud-
ing BN in ACGAN overwhelmingly degrades the
quality of the generated images, and make them
blurred or even lose their category identification.
Take the first row of Figure 6(a) as an example,
the first image is definitely in a wrong label, and
following four images are difficult to discern their
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class type. Therefore, we can confirm that GAN-
OVA improves the model stability.
(a) ACGAN
(b) GAN-OVA
Figure 6: Comparison experiments by excluding batch nor-
malization (BN). In each picture, the first row represents the
generated images from man class and the second row repre-
sents the generated images from woman class. (a):GAN-
OVA without BN in G. (b): ACGAN without BN in G.
4.4. Interpretable representations
In this section, we discussed the interpretable
representation [24] between the condition variables
and the observations. Both datasets of MNIST and
CelebA-HQ are trained on DCGAN architecture
with EM distance-driven method and keep other
default settings.
Figure 7 shows the interpretable results on
MNIST dataset. The conditional inputs in gener-
ator are used by the images class labels encoded
as one-hot codes, in which each condition code is
serves as a digit type.
We only varied one condition code at a time to
assess if varying such code results in style variation
of the corresponding digit type. From left to right,
one condition code value is varied from 0.5 to 1.85.
It shows that the digits smoothly change from wide
to narrow, which means the value of each condition
code controls the thickness of the digit’s stroke.
The interpretable results on CelebA-HQ dataset
are shown in Figure 8. Here we change the con-
ditional input from [0,1] to [1,0] with fixed noise.
It shows that as the condition values varying, the
output images are smoothly change from woman
to man, which means each condition code has suc-
cessfully affect the outputs type. Therefore, we can
confirm that each condition code has learned the
data representation.
5. Conclusion and discussion
This work proposes the GAN-OVA architecture
for conditional image generation. Instead of the
real/fake discriminator used in vanilla GANs, we
propose expanding the discriminator as a One-Vs-
All classifier (GAN-OVA) that can distinguish each
input data to their class label. Our model can
be applied to different types of divergences used
to evaluate the divergence between generated data
and the real data, such as Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence and Earth-Mover distance. Experimental re-
sults show that GAN-OVAs ont only make progress
toward stable training, but also effectively acceler-
ate the generation process of different classes and
improves generation quality.
Based on the current findings, we hope to ex-
plore GAN-OVA to achieve more reliable modeling
performance in other domains, such as video [36],
audio [37] and language [38].
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Appendix A. Architecture
Table A.1: The GAN-OVA architecture for MNIST in inter-
pretable representation testing.
Generator Discriminator
Layer Filter/Stride Resample Output Size Layer Filter/Stride Resample Output Size
Linear,Relu - - 128× 7× 7 Conv,LeakyRelu 3×3/2 - 16×14×14
Conv,Relu 4×4/1 Up 128×14×14 Conv,LeakyRelu 3×3/2 - 32×7×7
Conv,Relu 4×4/1 Up 64×28×28 Conv,LeakyRelu 3×3/1 - 128×4×4
Conv,Tanh 4×4/1 - 1×28×28 Linear - - 10
LeakyRelu slope 0.2
Optimizer Adam ( α = 0.0001, β1 = 0, β2 = 0.9)
Table A.2: The GAN-OVA architecture for CelebA-HQ.
Generator Discriminator
Layer Filter/Stride BN? Output Size Layer Filter/Stride BN? Output Size
Input1 4×4/1 √ 256× 4× 4 Conv, LeakyReLu 5×5/2 × 128×32×32
Input2 4×4/1 √ 256×4×4 Conv, LeakyReLu 5×5/2 × 256×16×16
Deconv, relu 4×4/2 √ 256×8×8 Conv, LeakyReLu 5×5/2 × 256×8×8
DeConv, relu 4×4/2 √ 128×16×16 Conv, LeakyReLu 3×3/2 × 512×4×4
DeConv, relu 4×4/2 √ 128×32×32 Conv, LeakyReLu 5×5/4 × 512×1×1
DeConv, tanh 4×4/2 √ 3×64×64 Linear - × 2
LeakyReLu slope 0.2
Optimizer Adam( α = 0.0001, β1 = 0, β2 = 0.9)
BN ? Indicates whether the layer is followed by a batch normalization layer
BN momentum 0.8
Weight,bias init Isotropic gaussian (µ = 0, σ = 0.02), Constant(0)
Appendix B. Algorithm
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Algorithm 1 JS divergence-driven GAN-OVA. Here we used k = 1. The batch size m = 100. yo denotes
the labels for real data and y∗ denotes the labels for generated data.
1: for each training iteration do
2: for k steps do
3: Sample m samples {(c(i), x(i))}mi=1 from the real data distribution pr(x).
4: Sample m noise samples {z(i)}mi=1 from a noise prior pz(z).
5: Obtaining generated data {x˜(i)}mi=1, x˜(i) = G(c(i), z(i)).
6: Update discriminator parameters θd to maximize.
7: V˜ = 1m
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 y
o(i)
j ln(D(x
(i)))j +
1
m
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 y
∗(i)
j ln(1−D(x˜(i)))j
8: θd ← θd + η∇V˜ (θd)
9: end for
10: Sample m noise samples {z(i)}mi=1 from a noise prior pz(z).
11: Sample m conditions {c(i)}mi=1 from the data distribution pr(x).
12: Update generator parameters θgto maximize.
13: V˜ = 1m
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 y
o(i)
j ln(D(c
(i), z(i)))j
14: θg ← θg − η∇V˜ (θg)
15: end for
Algorithm 2 EM distance-driven GAN-OVA. Here we used k = 5. The batch size m = 100. yo denotes
the labels for real data and y∗ denotes the labels for generated data.
1: for each training iteration do
2: for k steps do
3: Sample m examples {(c(i), x(i))}mi=1 from the real data distribution pr(x).
4: Sample m noise samples {z(i)}mi=1 from a noise prior pz(z).
5: x˜i ← G(c(i), z(i))
6: x̂i ← εx(i) + (1− ε)x˜i
7: Update discriminator parameters θd to maximize.
8: V˜ = 1m
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 y
o(i)
j D(x)j − 1m
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 y
∗(i)
j D(x˜
i)j + λ[‖∇xˆDθd(xˆ)‖2 − 1]2
9: θd ← θd + η∇V˜ (θd)
10: end for
11: Sample m noise samples {z(i)}mi=1 from a noise prior pz(z).
12: Sample m conditions {c(i)}mi=1 from the data distribution pr(x).
13: Update generator parameters θgto maximize.
14: V˜ = 1m
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 y
o(i)
j D(G(c
i, zi))j
15: θg ← θg − η∇V˜ (θg)
16: end for
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